In past decades, Gaussian processes has been widely applied in studying trait evolution using phylogenetic comparative analysis. In particular, two members of Gaussian processes: Brownian motion and Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, have been frequently used to describe continuous trait evolution. Under the assumption of adaptive evolution, several models have been created around Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process where the optimum θ y t of a single trait y t is influenced with predictor x t . Since in general the dynamics of rate of evolution τ y t of trait could adopt a pertinent process, in this work we extend models of adaptive evolution by considering the rate of evolution τ y t following the Cox-IngersollRoss (CIR) process. We provide a heuristic Monte Carlo simulation scheme to simulate trait along the phylogeny as a structure of dependence among species. We add a framework to incorporate multiple regression with interaction between optimum of the trait and its potential predictors. Since the likelihood function for our models are intractable, we propose the use of Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) for parameter estimation and inference. Simulation as well as empirical study using the proposed models are also performed and carried out to validate our models and for practical applications.
Introduction
In statistical phylogenetics, studying how species evolved helps people to understand evolution better. As many questions are arising from evolutionary biology and ecology, one interesting research question could be: how could traits of a group of related species behave to adapt the changing environment? For example, when studying marine species [1] , a scientist may be interested in understanding the moving speed and moving style by comparing fin structures in various kind of swordfish. One useful tool to track down their evolutionary information is incorporating a phylogenetic tree into analysis. A phylogenetic tree T is a branching diagram that infers evolutionary relationships among a group of species. Given a tree T and traits (e.g. fin lengths or total lengths of fish in center-meter), we could use statistical approach to study ancestral status for species as well as how one trait could be related to the other trait. From mathematical perspective, changing of trait value or status during evolutionary history can be viewed as a stochastic random variable defined on time/status domain. In the case of continuous trait, let y t be a trait of a species observed at time t. The dynamic behavior of y t , when applied for studying trait evolution, can be assumed as a solution to the following stochastic differential equation (SDE) dy t = µ(y t , θ, t)dt + τ (y t , θ, t)dW t , t > 0.
(
In the left hand side of Eq. 1, dy t represents the amount of change in an infinitesimal time dt. In the right hand side of Eq. 1, the deterministic term µ(y t , θ, t) is referred to a drift coefficient that measures the amount of change in an infinitesimal time dt while τ (y t , θ, t) is called the diffusion coefficient that amplifies the trait change according to the random changing environment measured by dW t where W t is a Wiener process having continuous paths and independent Gaussian increments (i.e. dW t ∼ N (0, dt)) and θ is the model parameters.
In literature, there have been statistical methods developed for traits evolution by applying continuous stochastic processes ranging from Gaussian process ( [2, 3] ) or non-Gaussian processes [4, 5] . Currently one of the most popular continuous process for trait evolution can be credited to the Ornstein Uhlenbeck(OU) process [6] . An OU stochastic variable y t solves the SDE in Eq. (1) with µ(y t , θ, t) = α(θ − y t ) and τ (y t , θ, t) = τ . The OU process provides a suitable interpretation in describing natural selection in evolution and ecology context. The constant parameter θ is intepreted as the optimum status (evolutionary niche in ecology context) of y t . The parameter α is called a constraining force that pulls trait y t back to the optimum θ. The parameter τ is called the rate of evolution and measures the speed of the random change.
Many works have been developed by expanding the OU model through considering more sophisticated and complex biological phenomenon. Those models used a generalized OU process to describe trait change along the tree. The generalized OU model for trait evolution is built by assuming pertinent processes for model parameters α 
Currently several works have been focus on the conditions by assuming α t y = α y as a constant, θ y t or τ t y as either a constant or with a stochastic dynamics during the evolutionary process (see [7] , [8] , and [9] ). By assuming θ 
In particular, in the case of µ(θ y t , t) = 0 and σ(θ y t , t) = σ θ , [10] created an OUBM model for optimal regression analysis built under the assumption that the optimum θ t y has a linear relationship with predictors. [11] expanded the OUBM model to OUOU model by allowing an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process for the dynamic of θ t y (i.e. µ(θ y t , t) = −α y (θ y t −θ) and σ(θ y t , t) = σ θ ). Those models are applied to study the adaptive relationship of traits building upon its optimum with θ y t = β 0 + k i=1 β i x i,t where {x i,t } k i=1 is a set of predictors, β i , i = 0, 1, · · · , k are regression parameters. See application sections in [10, 11, 12] .
For the rate evolution τ t y in Eq. (2) , instead of considering constant value or piecewise constant value [8] , it is also reasonable to assume that the rate of evolution τ y t follows another pertinent process. Under this assumption, τ y t is a solution to another SDE: dτ y t = µ(τ y t , θ, t)dt + σ(τ y t , θ, t)dW τ t . In literature, [12] considered the rate τ y t to be a Brownian motion where µ(τ y t , θ, t) = 0 and σ(τ y t , θ, t) = σ τ is a constant. In this work, observing that there are needs and possibilities to create models for more sophisticated and realistic biological applications, we expand previous existed models in two folds. First, as the rate τ y t is regarded as nonnegative for t > 0, we intend to incorporate a Cox-Ingersoll-Ross(CIR) process [13] for τ y t . In this case, τ y t solves the following SDE:
where α τ > 0 is a constant force,τ > 0 is the optimum of τ y t and σ τ > 0 is the rate of change for τ y t . In CIR process, the distribution of future values of τ y t conditioned in current value τ y s has a distribution of cχ 2 (k, λ) where
Notice that in Eq. (4), the diffusion coefficient involves a term τ y t which indicates that the Eq. (4) is neither a linear SDE nor τ y t a normal distributed stochastic variable. Hence statistical inference on the parameter estimation under our new model will be different from the framework in [10, 11] using the multivariate normal distribution for jointly modeling trait evolution. Secondly, we assume that there exists an interaction relationship between the optimum θ y t and predictors x i,t , i = 1, 2, · · · , k as following
where the term x i,t x j,t is the interaction between the ith and the jth predictors with regression parameter β ij . Note that this model is different from the phylogenetic ancova model in [14] where the optimum θ y t is not considered with relationship to the predictors as shown in Eq. (5).
When jointly modeling adaptive trait evolution using Eqs. (2), (3), (4) and (5), the distribution for the trait y t of a species is constrained by the dynamic assumption of the rate parameter τ t via either a Brownian motion case [12] or the CIR process case in Eq. (4).
However, y t given τ y t as a CIR process is not a Gaussian random variable and has intractable model likelihood. Conceiving this, we propose an algorithm under the approximation Bayesian computation(ABC) framework for statistical inference. We describe our framework into the following sections. Section 2 illustrates the general construction of adaptive model under a various of assumption of pertinent processes for y t , θ y t , and τ y t . We call our new models the OUBMCIR model for y t following generalized OU process with θ y t following a BM and τ y t following a CIR process. And we called the OUOUCIR model for y t following a generalized OU process with θ y t following an OU process and τ y t following a CIR process. Section 3 contains methods on simulating traits under each model. We make an attempt to derive the solution y t as explicitly as possible for the purpose of applying tree traversal algorithm [15] to simulate trait status on the internal nodes and tips on the tree. We conduct statistical inference for parameter estimation under ABC in Section 4. Currently we mainly use the R package abc for inference after traits are simulated from Section 5. We provide empricial analsis on analyzing data from literature in Section 6. We conclude our study in Section 7. The scripts and their brief description developed in work project can be accessed at Github:
https://github.com/djhwueng/ououcir.
Model

Property of adaptive trait models
We start this section by first introducing some definitions of the SDE property. In Eq. (1), the SDE is a linear SDE if µ(y t , t) = a 1 (t)y t + a 2 (t) and τ (y t , t) = b 1 (t)y t + b 2 (t) are linear function of y t . That is, dy t = (a 1 (t)y t + a 2 (t))dt + (b 1 (t)y t + b 2 (t))dW t . A linear SDE is autonomous if all coefficients are constants, is homogenous if a 2 (t) = 0 and b 2 (t) = 0 and is linear in the additive sense if b 1 (t) = 0.
These properties could provide some information on the distribution of y t . For instance, the SDE for y t in OUBM model [10] with µ(y t , t) = α(θ t − y t ) and τ t t = τ is a linear additive non-autonomous SDE. In the OUBM model, since both θ t and W t are BMs, the solution for the SDE in Eq. (1) is represented as a linear combination of two BMs. As dynamics of each BM can be treated as a normal random variable, we can conclude that y t is normal random variable in OUBM model. In this case, we can implement normal distribution to analyze data. We categorize the properties of SDE of y t as well as θ t and τ t in Table 1 .
This work OUOUCIR ( , , n) (n, , n) ( , , n) (n, , n) This work Table 1 : Property of adaptive trait models. The check symbol represents a yes for the property, and the letter n represents a no and the symbolmeans not available. The term (·, ·, ·) refers to the property of SDE for the triple parameters (yt, θt, τt). For instance, in the OUBMBM model the triple parameters (yt, θt, τt) with ( , , ) in linearity property (Linear) has a meaning that all of them are solution to a linear SDE. On the other hand, the SDE for yt in OUOUCIR model with ( , ,n) is a linear non-autonomous, additive SDE where the solution yt is not a normal distributed stochastic variable.
Solution of Model
In general, by adopting Eqs. (2), (3), (4) and (5), we can present the dynamic of y t , θ 
For homogeneous model assuming the rate of evolution τ t at t = 0, the system of SDE described by Eq. (6) has a unique solution Z t = e −At Z 0 + [10] or OU for θ t [11] .
On the other hand, however, for OUBMBM, OUOUBM, OUBMCIR, and OUOUCIR model, as the rate of evolution τ y t follows a certain pertinent process, the distribution of Z t is not as straightforward to work through. We show that Z t fails to be a normal distributed random vector. We first demonstrate this using the new proposed OUOUCIR model with
, and
Due to assumption of using CIR process for the rate parameter τ y t and the stationary distribution of a CIR random variable is not a normal random variable, the solution to the system of equation in Eq. (6) is intractible and not likely to be normal distribution.
Moreover, even for τ t following a Brownian motion, we claims that y t fails to be a normal random variable. For the OUBMBM model in [12] , the solution y t for the SDE in Eq. (2) (7) can not a normal random variable.
Multiple optimal regression with interaction
In this section, we describe how to implement the interaction in Eq. (5) into our model. To start, we use an example of two predictors x 1,t , x 2,t for illustration. The general case can be extended accordingly. Given that the linear relationship between the optimum θ t y and predictors with interaction is θ
by differentiating on both side of the equation with respect to t, we have
where x i,t is a diffusion process satisfies the SDE as following
By the SDE of θ t y in Eq. (3) and assumptions of stochastic calculus with dtdt ≈ 0,
In the case of assuming θ y t either a BM or an OU process, we have σ(θ y t , t) = σ θ which implies dθ
Similarly for x t in Eq. (9) for either BM or OU process, we have σ(x t , t) = σ x and (dx t ) 2 = σ 2 x dt. The relationship between σ θ and σ x given the predictor traits x 1,t and x 2,t can be derived with expanding dθ y t dθ y t using Eq. (8) and represented as
The general case of optimum regression on the predictors with interaction can be extended from above with assumption with the form
By applying the same technique from above, we have
where −1 ≤ ρ ij ≤ 1 is the correlation between two Wiener processes (i.e. dW xi t dW xj t = ρ ij dt). Then using the same technique on dθ y t dθ y t and compare it with dx i,t dx i,t , we have
Eq. (12) 
When x t is an OU process, we have
where
Simulate trait along tree
Given a tree T with known topology and length, we simulate tip as well as ancestral states using tree traversal algorithm [15] under a specified model M. In particular, when the distribution is known, for instance, under Brownian motion trait value of a species at time t conditioned on its ancestor y a on T is a normal random variable y t |y a with mean y a and variance σ 2 t. (i.e. y t |y a ∼ N y a , σ 2 t ). Under OU process, y t |y a is a normal random variable with mean y 0 e −αt + θ(1 − e −αt ), and variance σ 2 (1 − e −2αt )/(2α)). Moreover, under either BM or OU process the tip can be simulated directly under the joint distribution (i.e. Y ∼ N (µ, σ 2 Σ α ) where Y = (y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y n ) n is the trait vector at tip of the tree, µ is the mean vector, and Σ α is the variance covariance structure for Y [16] ).
Given the prior information on model parameters, our goal is to simulate ith response trait y i , i = 1, 2, · · · , n, and predictor traits x i,m , m = 1, 2, · · · , m at the tip. We describe our method for simulating trait under each model using the given parameters values.
OUBM & OUOU model
For OUBM model, the model parameters are α y , σ y , and σ x , and regression parameters are
We first simulate predictor traits x i s on each node/tip of tree given σ x . The optimal value θ i can then be calculated via
, Var(y|y a )) (see [10] for the formula of E[y|y a ] and Var(y|y a )).
For OUOU model, model parameters are α y , σ y , α x , θ x , and σ x , and regression parameters are b i s, b ij s, i, j = 1, 2, · · · , n. We simulate predictor trait x i s on each node/tip of tree using α x , θ x , σ x . The optimal value can be calculated via θ i = b i x i + b ij x i x j to obtain θ on each nodes. We use α y , σ y to simulate y t , by y t |y a ∼ N (E[y|y a ], Var(y|y a )) (see [11] for the formula of E[y|y a ] and Var(y|y a )). 
OUBMBM model
In OUBMBM model, the model parameters are α y , τ, σ x , and regression parameters are
To simulate y i s at the nodes/tips, we first look at the solution in Eq. (2) for y t :
For 1 , as we assume the optimum follows Brownian motion (i.e. θ s = s 0 In 2 , since the rate is assumed as BM (i.e. τ s = s 0 are two independent and identical processes. We then use median of the trajectory as a sample for 2 . Given the parameter values, we can apply tree traversal algorithm to simulate sample y i on node/tip conditioned on its ancestor y a .
OUOUBM model
In OUOUBM model, model parameters are α y , α x , θ x , σ x , τ , and regression parameters b i , b ij , i, j = 1, 2, · · · , n.
We first simulate predictor traits x i s on each node/tip of tree using α x , θ x , σ x . The optimum on each node and tip can be calculated as θ i = b i x i + b ij x i x j . To simulate y i s, since the solution in Eq. (2) under OUOUBM model is
For 1 , because θ s is an OU process with
where θ 1 is optimum of θ s and θ 0 is the initital condition. The integral t 0 α y e αys θ s ds becomes
Note that a and b are both definite integrals with a = ). For 2 , as the rate is a BM, we can simulate samples use the method for the 2 described in the OUBMBM model.
OUBMCIR model
In OUBMCIR model, the model parameters are α y , σ
For 1 , since the optimum is a BM (i.e θ s ∼ N (0, σ 2 θ s)), we can draw using the expected value and variance as shown in the 1 in the OUBMBM model.
k,λ is a non-central chi-squared distribution with degree of freedom k and noncentrality parameter λ [5] .
The distribution of the random variable t 0 τ s e αs dW y s conditioned on τ 0 can be seen as the sum of three independent random variables (see prop. 4 Eq. 2.10 in [18] ). Moreover, [19] and [18] showed that the exact distribution of t 0 τ s ds, conditional on τ t and σ 0 can be representd by infinite sums and mixtures of gamma random variables (see prop 4. in [18] ). For our case, to simulate sample in 2 , we first simulate τ s on each node along the tree using tree traversal as in [5] . We next simulate sample for the random variable 
The integral 
OUOUCIR model
In OUOUCIR model, the model parameters are α y , α x , θ x , σ x , α τ ,τ , σ τ , and regression parameters b i , b ij , i, j = 1, 2, · · · , n.. We first use α x , θ x , σ x to simulate predictor trait x i s and then use 
We can use the same method for the 1 described in OUOUBM model to simulate the sample for 1 and use the same method for the 2 described in OUBMCIR model to simulate samle for 2 .
Note that [20] developed a two-pass algorithm to perform ancestral reconstruction and applied to multivariate trait evolution, non-Brownian models, missing data and phylogenetic regression. In the near future, we could develop possible more efficient algorithm for drawing samples.
Inference
Approximate Bayesian Computation for adaptive trait model
As mentioned in section 2.1, we cannot specifiy the distribution of y t for OUBMBM, OUOUBM, OUBMCIR and OUOUCIR models. In fact, we need to establish a procedure for choosing good summary statistics for ABC. ABC fails to be accurate when using too many summary statistics as the distance increases with the number of summary statistics. The inference could be more accurate with high efficiency if we use the summary statistics that utilizes the all data info. To attain this goal, we would focus on choosing summary statistic on a pragmatic basis by making use of tree T and trait Y so that the statistics could capture the important model's behavior. In phylogenetic comparative analysis, we might want to capture the overall amount of evolution, the over-dispersion of trait values, and the phylogenetic structuring of the trait values. [22] used the mean and the variance of the differences between each species and its closet neighbor in trait space for BM and OU model as the summary statistics. As our model falls out of the exponential family of distributions, it is theoretical impossible to quantify all finite dimensional sufficient statistics. However, it still possible to implement non-sufficient statistics when inference is under the ABC framework.
Currently, we consider to use the mean and the variance of the differences between each species suggested in [22] . We will continue to look for more possible sufficient summary stastistic so our inference will be more efficient with reduced error. After choosing appropriate summary statistics, a tolerance rate defined as the percentage of accepted simulation is provided for the aids to set up the threshold value. Then the posterior distribution of the parameters can be approximated using the accepted Θ i s. Furthermore, [23] [24] . Additionally, a correction for heteroscedasticity is applied θ * i =m(S(Y ))+ (σ(S(Y ))/σ(S(Y i )))ǫ i whereσ(·) is the estimated conditional standard deviation [23] . We provide a more detail description of our modeling procedure using ABC algorithm in Algorithm 1. simulate sample θ i from π(θ 0 ).
3:
simulate trait Y i , X 1i , X 2i form θ i . 
Model selection under ABC
Currently, for the posterior samples under rejection method, we use the function postpr in abc package [25] to computes the posterior model probabilities where the posterior probability of a given model is approximated by the proportion of accepted simulations given this model. This approximation holds when the different models are a prior equally likely, and the same number of simulations is performed for each model. We then compute the Bayes factors (BF) to compare a pair of models in the model sets. From conventional statistics on the definition of the Bayes factor which is a ratio of the likelihood probability of two competing hypotheses, usually a null and an alternative. The posterior probability Pr(M |D) of a model M given data D is given by Bayes' theorem:
Given a model selection we have to choose between two models on the basis of observed data D, the plausibility of the two different models M 1 and M 2 , parametrised by model parameter vectors θ 1 and θ 2 is assessed by the Bayes factor K given by
A value of K > 1 means that M 1 is more strongly supported by the data than M 2 . For models where an explicit version of likelihood is not available or too costly to evaluate numerically, approximate Bayesian computation can be used for model selection in a Bayesian framework, with the caveat that approximate-Bayesian estimates of Bayes factors are often biased. Here as we use ABC and we do not have likelihood function. We read the R script postpr function [25] which interprets the algorithm to compute the Bayes factor like a version for model selection. For our works, we have 4 models where each model contains 50,000 replicates data. We first compute the Euclidean distance for each replicate with respect to the realization(true data). By setting the acceptance rate, we decide the cutoff of the distance calculated by the scaled summary statistics. We then grasp and count the frequency of each model that has the distance smaller than this cutoff. Eventually, the Bayes factor between two models is computed as the ratio using the frequencies of two models.
For instance, with the acceptance rate of 10 percent. We will expect 5000 replicates among the 50000*4=200000 replicated for all model. We sort the 200000 distance and determine the cutoff at the 5000th position. We then count the frequency of each model that has the distance smaller than the cutoff. For example, OUBMBM has 1200, OUOUBM has 1500 OUBMCIR has 1800, and OUOUCIR has 500. Then the Bayes factor of OUOUBM with respect to OUOUCIR is 3. [26] suggested that a value K more than 150 would show very strong support for model 1 over 
Simulation
We consider using different informative prior for simulation, and different sampling approach. We have four models (OUBMBM, OUOUBM, OUBMCIR, and OUOUCIR) where every model has different parameters for itself.
For simulation, we set the true parameters for the four model as following α y = 0.15,
We set the prior distribution parameters are
. We run fifty thousand replicates in the simulation that have four models and four taxa size(10, 20, 50 and 100) and generate four different model tables containing bias of parameters estimates, standard deviation, and 90% confidence interval. Next, the previous assumptions of prior distribution are the uniform distribution, then we will try to set the different informative prior distribution for simulation. We set the prior distribution to α y ∼ exp( 0, 1) . We run fifty thousand replicates in this simulation and output our results in our tables. Finally, we change the sampling approach, so consider the Approximate Bayesian Computation using Markov chain Monte Carlo (ABC-MCMC), assume the prior distribution and true parameters are the same as ABC rejection method. We run fifty thousand replicates in the simulation, set the threshold δ is 100 and burn-in time is 5000, because the first steps of the algorithm may be biased by the initial value, and are therefore usually discarded for the analysis. The model is so complicated, so we can not estimate easily, bias doesn't keep getting smaller when the size becomes larger. But the standard deviation is kept getting smaller and the 90% confidence interval is also narrower as the size becomes larger and larger. The table 3 shows the parameters, bias, standard deviation (sd) and 90% confidence interval. Only the bias value of b 0 keeps getting smaller when the size gets larger. In this table, the α y and b 0 bias is smaller than other sizes when size is 100, this is we expect the result. 5 are not good, because we expect the bias value and interval range keep getting smaller when the size gets larger.
OUBMBM Model
OUOUBM Model
Therefore, there is no significant difference to change the prior distribution information for the OUOUBM model. In table 7, we mainly attention to parameters α y , σ x , α τ , θ τ , σ τ , because the prior distribution information of these parameters is changed. But the OUBMCIR model is complex, so we cannot estimate these parameters easily. The trend of the 90% confidence interval of θ τ in this table is the same as θ τ in table 6, but the deviation is not as good as that. In table 8, the OUOUCIR model is more complex than the other three models, so the estimated results are not very well. Only the α τ estimate much better in all parameters, because we want to our bias value and sd, will be smaller when size is bigger. 
OUBMCIR Model
OUOUCIR Model
Empirical Data Analysis
Currently, we collect and analyze bat, fish, lizard, coral, foram and fig data from the literature. We then fit our models into those data set and compare the fit of models. We set prior parameters values α y , α
30 and b 0 , b 1 , b 2 determine the uniform distribution range though the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimated value from the empirical data. Under the ABC rejection approach, we run fifty thousand replicates and we set the tolerance rate 5% for each model.
The overall result is shown in table 10, the first column shows the trait we analyze while the last column shows the reference we use. The second, third, fourth and fifth column is the ranking of the models. We collect data from the literature. In the table 10, the OUBMCIR, and OUOUCIR models are the best models or the second best model in our collect data. References bat oubmcir oubmbm ououcir ououbm [27] lizard oubmcir ououcir oubmbm ououbm [28] fish oubmbm oubmcir ououbm ououcir [29] lizard oubmcir oubmbm ououcir ououbm [30] lizard oubmcir oubmbm ououcir ououbm [30] lizard oubmcir oubmbm ououcir ououbm [31] coral oubmcir oubmbm ououcir ououbm [32] foram ououbm ououcir oubmcir oubmbm [33] fig ououbm oubmbm ououcir oubmcir [34] For foram data in [33] , the best model is OUBMBM, the second best model is OUOUCIR, the third model is OUBMBM and the last model is OUBMCIR. Their Bayes factors is shown in Table 11 . From this We use the range of K values proposed by [26] to compare the support between models for foram data in [33] .
We see the third row in Table 11 , the values are 23.417, 20.960 and 2.617 that mean is the best model OUOUBM have stronger support than the OUBMBM, OUBMCIR, and OUOUCIR models. When we see the second best model OUOUCIR that is to see the fourth row in Table 11 , it K smaller than the best model the OUOUCIR is not better when comparing to OUOUBM, then K is 8.948, when comparing to OUBMBM model, K between 1 and 3, K could not worth more than a bare mention for OUOUCIR by [26] . Last, we compare OUOUCIR with OUBMCIR, the Bayes factor value, K, is 8.009, it explains the OUOUCIR have strong support than OUBMCIR in this data. For fish data in [28] , the best model is OUBMCIR model, the second best model is OUOUCIR model, the third model is OUBMBM and the last model is OUOUBM model. The Bayes factor is shown in Table 12 . From this comparing to OUOUCIR. The second best model is OUOUCIR because it has a Bayes factor of the value smaller than the best model, is 0.975 when comparing to OUBMCIR, and has greater than other models, is 1.094 comparing to OUBMBM and is 1.187 comparing to OUOUBM. In this data, every model is not significant for each other because of they Bayes factor of value, K, is between 1 and 3 that explain not worth more than a bare mention. But the OUBMCIR and OUOUCIR models are the best top two in the lizard dataset in [28] . This is we want to see a good result because we hope our new model is the best model for four models in the special data. Although the best model can be selected from the Table 11 and Table 12 , it is not significant in the lizard data in [28] . Therefore, we analyzed the foram data in [33] because it has a clear difference for each model. That is, between two models have a model get more support in this data.
Next, we analyze coral data because new model OUBMCIR has a good result in the different methods. Table   13 shows estimated values of various models under different methods. Table 14 
Conclusion
In this paper, we expand two models for the adaptive trait evolution and called them the OUBMCIR model and OUOUCIR model, respectively. Due to the intractability of the likelihood function for the models, we make attempt In table 10 we have nine datasets, the result seems to suggest that our new model could be a good and nice because as it provides a better fit than the existed models(OUBMBM and OUOUBM models) in empirical data.
And from the empirical data, we see the best model and second best model almost pointing to the new models OUBMCIR model and the OUOUCIR model. Actually, the result is well but the method proposed by [26] makes the Bayes factor not significant in these data. A part of future research that should be considered is using the others criterion of model selection, using the others prior distribution and collect the data to support our new models would be more useful.
